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Is being an atheist really a choice?

EMERGENCY MEETING

Students
react to
hate crime
sentencing

Thursday, March 17, 2016

Mistry dives into the depths of the SJSU swimming team's eﬀort
to go to the 2016 Summer Olympics.
SPORTS P8: Kavin

MUSIC MAYHEM

By James Kim
Staff writer
The Black Unity Group held an emergency meeting
last night in Clark Hall in response to the sentencing
of three former SJSU students. The sentence was 50
hours of community service, classes on black history
and the Civil Rights Movement and for two of those
sentenced, 30 days in jail.
Deemed unsatisfactory by the Black Unity Group,
the meeting not only recognized the legality of the case
but also the immediacy of the school’s involvement in
hate crimes. A lot of reactions to the sentencing have
already been expressed on social media.
Brianna Leon, senior justice studies major, who is
the leader of the group said, “Racism happens on this
campus, it happens in and outside the classroom and
those are things we wanted to discuss today.”
The group is connected to the SJSU Black Student
Union by common members and goals.
“We kind of branched off of the Black Student
Union,” Leon said.
Diana Crumedy, graduate student in urban
planning and community development, describes
the BUG as the “activist portion of the Black Student
Union, the original BSU.”
SJSU students who were not part of the Black Unity
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Organizing bill proposes
safety net for ʻgigʼ workers
By Melissa Hartman
Staff writer

Quincy Bouldin | Spartan Daily
Juan House of Alpha Phi Alpha discusses
the hate crime sentencing with a group of
students and BSU members on Wednesday
night in Clark Hall.
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Uber and Lyft may have changes coming
to their company policies soon because
of the Self-Organizing Bill proposed on
March 9.
Assemblywoman Lorena Gonzalez
(D) of San Diego proposed AB1727, the
California 1099 Self-Organizing Act.
Senator Ben Allen of Santa Monica is cosponsoring the bill. The bill was created to
help independent contractors, specifically
gig workers, organize to demand fair pay
and benefits.
A former labor leader, Gonzalez is
concerned that many employers are
doing business by inputting people
as workers or contractors rather than

employees. This means that they cannot
get together and negotiate the company
they are working for. Her bill could give
opportunity to independent contractors
to be able to negotiate for better wages or
insurance coverage in groups.
Companies who employ gig workers like
Uber and Lyft could be affected by this bill
because they provide freelance services
in which the driver gets a cut of the fee
for each job. There are other industries
influenced such as Internet websites that
offer deliveries, house cleaning, repairs
and other resources.
After it was proposed, the bill was
extended to workers who are not on-

demand through the Internet and
iPhone/Android apps, like truck drivers.
Craigslist and other similar websites don’t
qualify because the company must make
a profit off of the worker’s labor.
According to SFGate, a lot of opposition
against the bill is expected for many
reasons. One of these reasons is that it will
permit as few as 10 people to negotiate
with a company and experts say that isn’t
an adequate number of people.
A Lyft spokeswoman spoke to the
Chronicle and said that the company
agrees with Gonzalez, that Lyft workers
are independent contractors, but did not
have anything else to say.
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Splashes of color to hit
San Jose Stateʼs campus
By Imran Najam
Staff writer
The Holi Festival celebration,
hosted by the Indian Student
Organization (ISO) at SJSU, will
splash campus with color on
March 19.
The event titled “Rang
Barse” will be located on the
Associated Student lawn and
will be expressed by music,
color and food.
Holi is a spring festival of
colors and spreading love; it is
observed in India, but has spread
throughout the world, according
to the Holi Festival website.
It is a celebration of friendship
and the trope of good defeating
evil. Holi begins with evening
greetings and the festivities extend
to a social gathering the next day
where participants throw bags of
colored powder onto each other.

“Indians love this festival of
colors very much and more than
400 students are going to turn up
on 19th March to play Holi,” said
Mitul Patel, event and advertising
director of the ISO.
The event has been held for over
eight years on campus. The name,
“Rang Barse,” originates from
the film “Silsila” that features
Bollywood star Amita Bacchan
singing about the festival of
colors, which according to Patel,
inspired the name.
The past few years, the Holi
Festival at SJSU has been
accentuated by DJ Tanveer who
specializes in Bhangra and
Bollywood hits.
The celebration costs $6 for an
admission ticket, but according to
the ISO Facebook page, the tickets

are sold out a day before expected.
However, students are still
welcome to attend the celebration,
watch the throwing of flour and
listen to the Bollywood music.
“We would like to make sure
that students do not miss this
kind of festival here as many
are nostalgic and we are far
from our home,” Patel said.
“Different people will get to
know our culture. Moreover,
students have a fun time during
this kind event out of their busy
academic schedule.”
The host group, ISO SJSU, is
a group of Indian students and
alumni who hold events like this
festival and others, including
sporting events and workshops.
Follow Imran on Twitter
@ImranSNajam

St. Patrick’s Day Fun
Facts
A day of celebration surrounding binge drinking Guinness and
kissing the Irish, St. Patrick’s Day is a cultural, religious feast
honoring the patron saint of Ireland, St. Patrick
St. Patrick’s color is not green, but blue.
Ireland did not celebrate the holiday in bars until

1960.

13

An average of
million pints of Guinness will be consumed
on St. Patrick’s Day.

1 in 10,000.
33.3 million people in the U.S. come from Irish lineage.
St. Patrick was NOT Irish.
More Americans plan on celebrating St. Patrick’s Day
than Ireland has people.
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Group nor the Black Student Union also attended the
meeting to show their support and dissatisfaction
regarding the sentencing.
“We heard about the sentencing from the students that
go here and we weren’t really satisfied about that, but
then we realized there’s nothing we can do about the legal
proceedings, but there’s something we can do about the
university,” Leon said.
The group allowed people to vent and also included
planning for education and mobilization. It created a
safe space for students to speak about their feelings and
connections to the case, the victim and racism. One
member said the sentencing was a “really clear picture of
how broken the system is,” and said it didn’t seem just.
She commented that the prosecution used 16 letters
from the community in its case, while the defense did not
use any.
“Donald is one of the best friends I know,” said attendee
Clarenz McGee.
He also said that Donald is strong and the students
needed to move forward.
The group also went over some of the “demands” it has
been organizing, which included zero tolerance policy
for racial harassment, a letter from the president and the
improvement of specialized resources for students.
Plans for the group to expand into a Northern California
organization were also brought into discussion.
In terms of mobilizing and plans of action, the group
deliberated the idea of a sit-in or a walk-out on campus.

Quincy Bouldin Spartan Daily
Alexander Donald (left), Ian Grant (middle) and Juan House (right) introduce the emergency crime
meeting by informing students about voting.

The pending civil trial about the case was also mentioned.
More information about the trial is expected to be
available as it becomes open information for the public.
The Black Student Union will hold a Black Thursday
Rally today to further discuss the hate crime verdict and
the demands they have for the university. Protesters were

told to wear black in support of the rally that is set for
11:40 a.m. at the Tower Lawn.

Follow James on Twitter
@jdkim38
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Students at the hate crime emergency meeting have a show of hands to
show the amount of registered voters in the room.
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Uber declined to comment but referred
requests to the Internet Association,
which represents web-based companies
like Uber and Lyft.
The LA Times reported that Michael
Beckerman, president of the Internet
Association, said, “Individuals are
now able, like never before, to work for
themselves and earn money how, when and
where they want. Independent contractors
are prevalent in every industry, but this
proposal unfairly targets the Internet
sector in a way that could hurt the very
people it purports to help.”
Legally, the bill poses an issue. Seattle
passed a bill that allowed these kinds
of workers to unionize last year and are
now being challenged by the Chamber of
Commerce. The U.S. Chamber Litigation
Center said that the Chamber opposed the
bill because, “ ... the ordinance will burden
innovation, increase prices, and reduce
quality and services for consumers.”
“Technology companies are leading
the charge when it comes to empowering
people with the flexibility and choice that
comes with being your own boss, and
that is something to be championed, not
stifled,” said Amanda Eversole, president
of the Chamber’s Center for Advanced
Technology and Innovation.
TIME magazine’s article on the bill

explained, “Currently, there are two classes
of workers in America: employees and
independent contractors. Though the law,
determining who is which is notoriously
complicated, one crucial element is
control: because employees are typically
subject to much greater control (being
told when and how to work), they are
considered more vulnerable and afforded
more protections through labor laws.”
The San Diego Tribune said that Uber
and Lyft driver Kevin McGraham of
Mission Valley is in support of the bill.
The San Diego resident began working to
establish a local drivers’ association after
the companies cut their fares in January,
which cut per ride earning by 30 percent.
McGraham has recruited more than 200
people through Facebook.
“The highest thing on all of our
priority lists is negotiating pay,”
McGraham said to the Tribune. “I
think being able to collectively bargain
with companies like Uber would help
the independent contractors have job
security and income security.”
Governor Jerry Brown has yet to
comment, his stance is not known.
Ultimately, it is up to the governor to sign,
approve or veto the bill within 12 to 30
days of the bill being sent to him.
Follow Melissa on Twitter
@melhartsyaa

LOOKING FOR
A PLACE THAT
SPECIALIZES IN
ACUPUNCTURE,
CUPPING
OR CHINESE
HERBS?
Look no further then
LW Clinic Group, Inc.
We offer many
different treatments
to help a variety of
medical needs, and
we accept all medical
insurance. Give us a
call today!

We Speak Chinese
28 S Abbott Ave
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 719-1234
www.lwclinicgroup.com

We Offer We Relieve
Acupuncture
Acupressure Full
Body Massage
Cupping Pain
Management
Moxa

Low Back Pain /
Sciatica
Shoulder / Neck
Pain Headache /
Migraines Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome
Tennis Elbow Arthritis Insomnia
And Many Other
Conditions
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Above: Jacob Contreas, solo act.
Top Middle:
Emcee Spencer
Grey (right)
performed magic
tricks with help
from audience
members.
Bottom left:
Amdrew Cypert,
vocalist for Blue
Madison.

Above: Giselle

Tran, bassist for
Wallace.
Bottom right:
Lead singer Bobby
Chioream (left),
drummer Rob
Thomas (middle)
and lead guitarist Jason Chiorean
(right) of the band
Rove.

Photos by Quincy Bouldin

ʻMusic Mayhemʼ rocks out at Tower Lawn
By Casey Geier
Staff writer
Live music, free food and free Spartan
gear were all present at Tower Lawn last
night for “Music Mayhem.”
Formerly known as Battle of the
Bands, the show gives SJSU students a
stage to show off their prowess. Some
acts wowed more than others, but
“Music Mayhem” brought a solid mix
of musical artists to the crowd.
Indie rock band “Wallace” performed
on stage first and gave fans a mixture
of guitar riffs and stage acting. The

drummer pulled out a mandolin guitar
during their second song and played
it while laying on his back and sliding
across the stage.
“Jacoby,” a one-man act, performed on
acoustic guitar. He sang a few cover songs
before playing his original song ‘’burn.’’
Acoustic rock band “Rove” was on
stage next and had a more professional
sound out of any of the other acts.
“They did a really good job
engaging the crowd and had a great

Sudoku Puzzle

stage presence,” said Hilda Pacheco,
sophomore health science major.
“Blue Madison” performed fourth
and covered a few Blink-182 songs and
played a harder rock style than the
other bands.
“On the Way” performed last and
brought a calm finish to the show with
their slow, acoustic style.
Judges at the event were Jasmine
Garcia, director of Programming
Affairs at Associated Students, Johnny
Hitz owner of Red Eye Recording
Studios and Mike Tran, a member of

the winning band last year “Six Steps
North Mayhem.”
“Rove” won the competition and
received a 10-hour recording session at
Red Eye Recording Studios, with a band
photo shoot and a custom poster.
“It was a good turnout and I think
that’s partly because students heard the
music when walking by,” Garcia said.
“Or because of the free food and they
just stayed after.”
Follow Casey on Twitter
@Casey_geier
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Local Ads
SJSU
International House
Close to campus
U.S. & international students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen.
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now!
http://www.sjsu.edu/ihouse/
360 S. 11th St., 408-924-6570
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ACROSS
1 Life of ___
(carefree
existence)
́ Flat-bottomed
open boat
11 “Shogun” sash
14 Apparently
amazed
15 Country of over 1
billion
 Car tracking digits
(abbr.)
17 Gain experience
20 Doubter’s
outbursts
21 Like most NBA
players
22 Calorie-rich pastry
23 67.5 degrees, on a
compass
24 Retail center
25 Fence repairer
 Bronco catcher
28 Deafening noise
29 Find in a mine
30 Hole in your head
34 Burns of
documentaries
35 Provider of wideangle shots
37 One way to get the
gravy
38 Former or previous
39 Affectionate
utterance
40 Cape ___ (cottage
style)

41 Olympic prize
45 Greyhound
alternative
47 Crossing the
Atlantic
50 Day before a
holiday
51 Dutch shoe
52 “___ go bragh”
53 Hairy jungle
creatures
54 Maryland state
ﬂowers
57 Be in pain
58 Model of
perfection
59 “Beetle Bailey”
character
 “2001” mainframe
 From Oslo, e.g.
 More likely
DOWN
́ “Friends” female
́ Big lizard
́ Woodworker’s
machines
́ Classic poetry
́ Japanese currency
́ Twine ﬁber
́ Bell sound
́ Short poem (var.)
́  “Fee ___ foe fum”
10 Enrich
11 Goes too far
12 Marsh heron
13 “Psst!” follower
18 Airport stat.

19 Billion years
24 Cow sounds
25 Preﬁx meaning
“one thousandth”
27 Quick cut
28 Attempt to lose
weight
31 Prepared Bond’s
martini
32 Work the bar
33 “The Catcher in
the ___”
34 Santa’s seat?
35 Gridiron game
 Mme. Bovary
37 Horn of Africa
nation
39 “Rock the ___”
(The Clash hit)
40 Birch tree spike
42 Make an exit
43 Exact retribution
44 Not as great
 Legendary
elephant eater
47 Vicinities
48 Move like
a crab
49 Coast Guard
ofﬁcer (abbr.)
52 You right now,
theme-wise
53 “... and make it
fast!”
55 Tokyo, long ago
 Place with
a president

Volunteers
Participants of East Asian
Descent Needed for
Stanford University
Skin Research Study
Email hly@stanford.edu
or call (650) 498-6361
to see if you qualify.

Place Your Ad
Place your Ads Online at
SpartanDaily.CampusAve.com.
You can also place
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Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209
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ʻThe Divisionʼ blends
genres successfully
By Tyler Kittle
Staff writer
Tom Clancy’s “The Division”

REVIEW hit stores last week after much

advertising and beta testing.
After all the time and hype, the game
still stands out as a fun experience.
The game takes place in a future New
York, ravaged by a virus that has decimated
a large portion of the city’s population.
An unknown group has injected strands
of smallpox onto money. Released on
Black Friday, the infected bills are spread
to the public.
The military occupies what’s left of the
city to deal with the large amount of rioters
and gangs and help the remaining citizens.
The main character is part of an
organization referred to as “The Division,”
a group of sleeper agents who help people
when needed.
While the game has an interesting
premise, the story feels like a series of
somewhat related missions rather than a
single narrative. You get messages about
how you’re helping people, or how someone
is under attack needs you to help them.
The setting is great: there are people
wandering throughout the city in various
conditions of health, feral dogs and rats
roam the streets and it really makes the
game’s world feel alive.
“The Division” is an open world game
that borrows from different genres, mostly
mixing cover-based third-person shooter
with RPG elements for its gameplay.
Unlike other games, “The Division”
actually pulls it off very well. The RPG
elements are a big part of the game and can
greatly affect a player’s performance.
Plus, the gameplay is frantic. You have
to stay under cover, but deal with enemies
designed to expose you; therefore, quick,
tactical decisions are necessary.
As a multiplayer online game (MMO),
players can interact with each other in safe
zones and create a party consisting of four
other players for co-op missions.

To play against others, “The Division”
features a Dark Zone, which has the
hardest rioters and gangs.
Players can either team up to take on
the Dark Zone, or go rogue and fight
other players.
The game does have its drawbacks as
you are forced to play online. The game
requires an Internet connection, meaning
if a player’s Internet is disrupted or the
servers go down (which happened to me
once), you cannot play at all.
This is unfortunate as the game
can be played solo. If the servers are
permanently shut down, the game will
be completely unplayable.
The graphics are detailed, with the
environment and characters having sharp
textures and small special effects done by
the in-game interface that moves around
the character.
Both console versions of the game run
at 1080p, with the Xbox One version
occasionally downscaling, according to
Eurogamer.
As per usual, the game has a season pass
for sale for $39.99, with three expansions
already announced. Two will be released
30 days early for the Xbox One, according
to Ubisoft’s website for the game.
There are two free updates that will come
out prior to the expansions which will
build on what the game already has.
Overall, the game is fun and looks good,
with a unique blend of gameplay genres
and a detailed environment. There is no
surprise that this is Ubisoft’s fastest selling
game, according to Gamespot.
However, its “online only limitations” and
day one season pass show that it is not above
the usual video game industry bullcrap.

Infographic by Yousif Kassab
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Michael Jackson sucks

Follow Tyler on Twitter
@TylerKittle426

Summer Session
Photo courtesy of Le Monde en Video
Michael Jackson performs a concert in the Barcelo Bavaro Palace Deluxe
Resort, Punta Cana, Dominican Republic.

By Kato Guzman
Multimedia editor

ADVANCE
REGISTRATION
BEGINS

Monday,
April 4
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This years marks the 28th anniversary
of Michael “Wacko Jacko” Jackson’s debut
solo album “Off the Wall.”
In celebration, every copy of the album,
every master tape, any server with access to
the song and any hard drive with it should
be put into a pile, set aflame, melted into one
giant hazardous ball of terrible music and
catapulted into the sun. Anything he ever
made should be thrown into that same fire.
His albums have set records, millions of
copies have been sold and he has a huge
fan base across the world. However, no one
can argue that he wasn’t influential.
Hitler was also influential. Osama Bin
Laden was influential. Donald Trump and
Kanye West have influence, but that doesn’t
mean they contributed good to the world.
“Off the Wall” is a terrible album that
launched the terrible solo career of a
terrible person from a terrible singing
group which was spawned in the most
terrible decade of the most terrible music.
The songs consist of poorly constructed
background music akin to something
found on a flea market karaoke CD.
There is absolutely no depth to the lyrical
content. Jackson’s overrated vocals are
high-pitched squeals interjected into the
raspy whispers of an inaudible pack-a-day
trailer park queen.
“Thriller” is considered an untouchable
classic by many fans.
His twitchy dance moves bordered
between choreography and mild stroke.
The only interesting aspect of the
music video was that it foresaw Jackson’s
transformation into a nightmarish ghoul.
When Jackson found out Steven Spielberg
was making “Hook,” a live action version
of Peter Pan, he begged for the role of Peter.
When he didn’t get the role, Jackson paid
a voodoo priest to put a curse on the cast
and crew of “Hook.”
Unfortunately for Jackson, it seemed to
have backfired.

In 1993, Jackson was accused of child
molestation. His lawyers settled out of
court on his behalf for millions of dollars.
Over the course of the next 20 years,
Jackson became the center of numerous
molestation charges. His argument was that
he didn’t molest the kids, he just cuddled
with them and openly admitted in court to
having shared his bed with little boys.
“Home Alone” star Macauley Culkin
should have left some traps up because he
admitted in open court that he shared a
bed with Jackson for a night.
Jackson became an icon of insanity.
He ditched court dates, showed up in
pajamas or even in costume, and finally
ended up dangling his baby off a balcony
for the press.
A Halloween mask was made in tribute to
Jackson’s insanity named “Wacko Jacko.”
He was the butt of a billion jokes.
Then he died.
Everyone who mocked him for years
pretended they never bad mouthed the
child-molesting pop sensation. Maybe
aliens from his home planet visited and
erased everyone’s memories.
People would excuse their poor taste
as they blared his music saying they
remember listening to him as a kid, a
sudden and far departure from the truth.
Tributes to the “Ghoul of Pop” were
everywhere.
Michael Jackson is dead. Little boys
are safer than they were before. The
music industry is safe from a possible
release of another overproduced,
underperformed song.
Plastic doesn’t decompose.
Landfills across America are filled
with plastic.
The only bad thing about Jackson’s death
is that he made us shove even more plastic
into the ground.
Follow Kato on Twitter
@GuzmanKato
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Being an atheist is not a choice
By Vasuki Rao
Managing editor
It’s quite amazing how much atheism
has grown across the world in the last
few decades, considering all the forces
that have worked toward shaping an
environment against secularity.
According to the Pew Research Center, the number of
Americans who identify as atheist in 2014, compared to
2007, has almost doubled from 1.6 percent to 3.1 percent.
The modern secular movement can be compared to
the gay rights movement. It is a comparison that angers
certain groups due to their argument that sexual orientation is biological, while on the other hand, you can
choose whether or not you are an atheist.
While it is undeniable that sexual orientation is biological, the second half of that argument is equivocal because
none of us can choose what we believe or don’t believe.
Growing up, I was raised as Hindu. Although my parents were not very religious, I was still required to light
the lamps in our prayer room, introduced to the idea of
breaking coconuts as a form of “wish making” and we
used to visit a temple at least once a week.
Hinduism is known to be a little more flexible than

monotheistic religions, but what always irked me were
the traditions in the religion itself. They made no sense
in a logical manner and half of the time things were
done simply because “that’s how it’s always been.”
I simply could not believe the rituals amounted to anything but a placebo effect and I was never disproven.
Even if someone attempted to convince me through some
kind of miracle, “I experienced God” tale, it would still essentially be difficult for me to believe there is anything
nonsecular about it.
Referring back to the biological argument,
it’s important to note that sexual orientation
is determined almost entirely by biological
factors, whereas the lack of religious belief
is a result of both biology and environment.
According to David Niose, author of “The
Rise of Secular Americans,” “If Richard
Dawkins, perhaps the world’s best-known
atheist, had been born in the 13th century,
chances are he would have been theistic, believing in
one kind of God or another.”
Atheism sprouts from accumulated knowledge which
explains why there is a higher percentage of atheists
nowadays in the world than there were centuries ago. Back
then, mankind had not yet made the scientific discoveries
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we have now, and our minds were not exposed to the different possibilities that exist to the question of God.
In the 21st century, being even a little bit skeptical
about anything has shown that our biological composition (the way our brains work), combined with the search
for answers with scientific proof, has slanted more people
toward religious disbelief, according to Niose. There is no
choice. The only choice that exists in this situation is the
choice to look for information beyond supernatural
explanations to justify all things that lack physical proof.
Theism is essentially not a choice: it is
early childhood indoctrination and other
environmental factors, such as social pressures, that leads to religious belief.
In fact, it’s interesting that while disbelief forms from gathered knowledge,
theists believe because they were born into an
environment that condones the idea of being a
nonbeliever. It is that environment that has led religious
people to try to convince everyone that good morals and
values is synonymous to religion and the lack of means
you live a life of sin.
Due to that mentality and because there is no physical
proof that religion is more than just a man-made belief
system, theists have created an assertive environment
that centers around God-belief and while the separation
of church and state exists in writing, the Pledge of Allegiance still reads, “ ... One nation under God,” and our
dollar notes are still printed with the words “In God We
Trust,” attempting to prevent secularity.
Atheists are against the theistic temptation to explain
the existence of a design in the universe because that
temptation leads to the assumption and a larger problem
that is “a design requires a designer.”
While I might not agree with Richard Dawkin’s ways or
approach, in “God Delusion,” he successfully summarizes his
central arguments by concluding that although we should
not give up on a better explanation to arise through physics
such as Darwin’s explanation through biology, we should not
make up placeholders for answers we don’t have yet.
It’s also important to note that if Dawkins was born 200
years ago, he probably would have been a theist, but even
200 years ago, Elton John still would been gay.
But the fact remains, I can no more choose to believe in
the existence of a God than I can believe that this laptop
on my desk does not exist.
Letters to My Sister will run every other Thursday.
Follow Vasuki on Twitter @VasukiRao94
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Sports icons have a powerful influence over us
By Justin Tonel
Staff writer
Some names in sports are synonymous with their craft:
Michael Jordan and basketball, Wayne Gretzky and
hockey or Joe Montana and football.
We love to put our sports icons on a pedestal and always in the public eye; their accomplishments make or
break our news feeds, generate our hashtags and
fi ll our timelines.
We follow their careers, learn their stats,
want to know where they grew up, how
many hours of practice they put in and have
the ability to be able to mimic their mannerisms in the hopes of capturing some of
their essence.
These athletes were more than the average
man or woman in our eyes and, like a passing
comet, we were sad to see some of them go. Some act
as a medium, igniting and developing our passion for the
sport they represented.
We compare athletes in their stats and look for the next
potential record they could beat, shadowing what we
believed was the best.
For instance, Stephen Curry is drawing comparisons to
the great Michael Jordan for his true shooting percentage. A player’s true shooting percentage is calculated by
taking his or her total number of points and dividing it
by their field goal and free throw attempts to more accurately measure their overall shooting efficiency. Curry
is at 70 percent for 2016 where Jordan was only at 61.40
percent in 1989. The next highest on the list for most efficient high volume shooters is Kevin Durant: in 2014 he
was shooting at 63.50 percent, according to Sb Nation.

Nostalgic things
can be a waste of
time and money
By Yousif Kassab
Staff writer
Older technology has a certain appeal that anyone can
understand. Unfortunately, this does not mean these
technologies that withstood the test of time are better
than what we already have.
Kanye West recently tweeted he would never release
his future albums on CD. He hasn’t blown anyone’s
mind with this decision, but has drawn attention to
the fact that CDs have somewhat stayed af loat despite being outdated. Millennials didn’t see the rise
of the CD, but we grew up with them and watched
them wither.
It’s a little convenient that months prior to West’s
tweet, he became co-owner of streaming service
TIDAL, but more can be gleaned from this statement
than West’s business strategies.
What’s most important is an acknowledgement from
a prominent figure in popular music that CDs are a
dying medium.
Streaming and torrenting have become the common
practices among young music consumers. With most
people not being tech-savvy enough venture onto Piratebay, the International Federation of the Phonographic

At the peak of their careers these athletes can provide
hope and instill courage to push for greatness. However,
when they fall, we’re even quicker to ridicule them for
their decisions.
Take the recent announcement of Peyton Manning
retiring from the NFL. His career accounted for two
Super Bowl victories and 71,490 passing yards. Manning
is a prime example of how much influence one man can
have on a sport.
According to Forbes, Manning took home
over $12 million in endorsements, appearances, memorabilia, book royalties and
licensing income for 2015 alone. Manning’s personality exemplified humility
and leadership.
Many people predicted he would retire
after his second Super Bowl victory, but his
exit instead comes after a rough winter of human growth hormone and sexual assault allegations
during his time at the University of Tennessee.
With athletes always in the public eye, their lives are
always heavily scrutinized. A sports icon has so much
pressure to perform, but must also hold a model of decorum on and off the field.
It took Brett Favre three retirements before taking his
final bow from the game. Once in 2008 amid release
negotiations with the Green Bay Packers, a second time
in 2009 with the New York Jets and finally in 2011 with
the Minnesota Vikings. Favre admitted his mixed emotions about football, while fans of Green Bay lashed out
at Favre for his loyalty.
Other athletes leave us with such disdain and betrayal.
Cyclist and testicular cancer survivor Lance Armstrong, who won and was stripped of seven Tour de

France titles, captivated millions. With his reluctant admittance of doping to Oprah in 2013, the world was left
in shock. Armstrong no longer has any affi liation with
Livestrong, the charity organization he created to help
bring courage to other cancer survivors.
We look at athletes to inspire us and put some of our
greatest hopes in their success, but is this misplaced?
Despite being considered great, some athletes leave us
disappointed, unsatisfied and with lingering questions.
Floyd Mayweather, Jr. who retired in 2015 with perfect 49-0 record, according to Boxrec, despite a past
retirement in 2008 left many boxing fans sour with his
last few fights, most notably his May 2 fight against
Manny Pacquiao.
Advertised as the fight of the century and one of
boxing’s most anticipated matchups, many criticized
Mayweather’s defense-oriented strategy, citing the fight
as lackluster and overall a disappointment even though
Mayweather won.
Whatever the circumstances surrounding athlete’s retirement, there is no doubt sports icons leave their mark
and influence.
Sports icons push their teammates to work harder by setting the bar and changing what we thought was impossible.
Young athletes and fans look to icons as inspiration, but
are quick to judge athletes when scandals occur. From
doping allegations, domestic abuse, lascivity and cheating, a myriad of issues plague professional sports.
Sports icons and their abilities are amazing to behold
but at the end of the day, we should remember that these
athletes are only human.

Industry reports that an estimated 41 million people
globally paid for a music subscription service since 2010.
This puts physical music in an interesting place now.
Despite the slow decay of CDs, vinyl records, or
LP records, have seen an undeniable resurgence in the past 10 years. The Recording
Industry Association of America reports
that more than 13 million LP records
were sold back in 2014.
The last time this record was even approached was in 1989, a time before the
majority of millennials were born. Vinyl
seems to stand as a profound solution for
people that want to support artists, but aware that
digital music is free for those who know where to look.
While the CD is considered a boring, old thing from
our childhood, LP records are a tactile experience that
are unfamiliar to many of us who have owned dozens of
CDs in our lives.
People will say music just sounds better on vinyl, but
this is an extremely broad and meaningless statement
showing how we are accustomed to CDs.
The truth is that vinyl relies heavily on factors like the
turntable you use, whether the album was mixed with
vinyl in mind, or even the genre of music.
In addition, The New York Times reports, “The quality is (also) affected by the source recording, the quality
of the vinyl compound used and how well it is pressed,
among a slew of factors.”
At the end of the day, it is true that vinyl is a “lossless”
or completely uncompressed physical medium. The only
thing it really does to the listening experience is make
everything sound more organic and a little softer on the
ears or “warmer”.

The funny thing is, most people who go out of their way to
purchase vinyl, but listen to it on whatever crappy table they
find are better off just listening to their music digitally.
The argument can be made for photography as
well. You don’t need to go rummaging in
your grandparents’ basement for a Polaroid camera anymore. Due to high
demand, the cameras can be found at
Walmart for less than $50. This begs the
question: are they really that much better
than your friend’s DSLR camera or even a
regular SLR camera?
They just offer a slightly unfamiliar and
glamorized experience from what people are used
to. The appeal of Polaroids used to be all about instant
gratification, but that argument is utterly meaningless
considering how capable DSLR cameras are now, which
instantly show your picture on the screen.
People just want to engage their art in ways that haven’t
been beaten into the ground yet. For this reason, if you
have a vinyl collection or a Polaroid camera, make sure
to keep some cardboard boxes heavy.
When you stop caring about them, just make sure you
store them in a place away from the elements.This way
when your grandkids start rummaging, there’s something for them to find.
However, if you really want to avoid wasting your
money, just reflect for a moment.
Unless you would call yourself an audiophile, you’re
most certainly wasting your money and your time.

Follow Justin on Twitter
@Justin_Tonel

Follow Yousif on Twitter
@youuuusif
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On the right track
By Nick Avila
Staff writer
The Spartans wrapped up their indoor season in Albuquerque, New
Mexico with a school-record Mountain West Conference Championships
point total of 27.
Although it wasn’t as much as the
team wanted to accomplish, the team
feels the season was just a kick-start to
what they expect to be a productive outdoor season.
Nicole Iloanya, sophomore political science major who competes in the jumps,
finished the conference championships in
second place in the triple jump.
“It’s something positive to look at,”
Iloanya said. “We’re a brand new team
so we’re just getting better and better
each season.”
Youth is defi nitely a factor for the
Spartans. The program was established
in the 2013-14 season, but the Spartans
are able to claim that they have three
All-Conference athletes from the
2016 indoor season: Iloanya, Cambree
Harbaugh and Jade Childs.
Coach Jeff Petersmeyer said he looks
forward to the team growing and improving as they head into outdoor
meets this weekend.
“It’s been a fun ride because we had
such a young team last year to feel like
we have a little bit more experience
under our belt is defi nitely a plus,”
Petersmeyer said.
Harbaugh, sophomore hospitality
management major, said that the short
length of indoor plays a factor in how
well you finish. Harbaugh, who got second place in the long jump at the MWC
Championships, is heading into outdoor
season in hopes of competing nationally
in the long and triple jumps.
“Indoor was alright, but I know I’m
going to have a good outdoor season,”
said Harbaugh, who made NCAA preliminaries last year. “I feel ready and

Infographic by Kavin Mistry , photo by Rebecca Pirayou and information compiled by Tony Nunez

wanna score points in both events, make
it to NCAA prelims for both events and
hopefully NCAA championships.”
Childs, senior business management
major, finished third in the pentathlon
for the Spartans, but won’t compete in
the outdoor season as she prepares to
redshirt.
While the program’s early records
will continue to be broken as the years
go on, Harbaugh, Childs and Iloanya
each have already cemented themselves
in the record books for the time being.
Childs said she enjoyed her performances, but looks forward to pushing
herself even more next year.
“It’s awesome just being able to go out
there and contribute to the team and
help with our program overall,” Childs
said. “It makes me want to come back
next year and beat it again. So, I have that
for myself. You can always get better.”
And getting better is just what the
young group of Spartans hope to do,
and according to Petersmeyer, more talent and great performances will come
with time.
“As we develop the program more
and we get more and more kids, that’ll
always help us obviously,” Petersmeyer
said. “When I first got here, we had no
sprinters, hurdlers, jumpers or throwers
so it’s a growing process.”
Iloanya, who holds indoor and outdoor
triple-jump records at San Jose State, said
that the future is bright for the Spartans.
“I think the best is yet to come for the
most part,” Iloanya said. “We’re kind of
the pioneers for this program so as long
as we work hard, there’s only greater
things to come.”

Follow Nick on Twitter
@NickVanExcelent
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RIO DE JANEIRO

Spartans prepare
for Olympic trials

Marley Maluaﬁti, freshman practices the butterﬂy stroke in preparation
for Omaha, Nebraska in June.

By Kavin Mistry
Executive producer
Even though
the season is
over for the San
The Mistry Spot Jose State women’s swim team,
practice has never been at a higher intensity.
The team is rigorously practicing in hopes to qualify for the
Rio De Janeiro 2016 Olympics
this summer. Senior swimmer
Riley Spitser has already been announced as a qualifier and will
showcase her speed at the trials
in Omaha, Nebraska in late June.
However, qualifying is only a
mere phrase in the eyes of Spitser. She said she knows there are
aspects of her events that she still
needs to improve before the trials.
“I personally need to work a lot
on my technique,” Spitser said.
“Things like flip-turns, or my
arm placement and bringing my
arm around are things that I need
to finetune.”
In the Mountain West championships, Spitser finished first in
the 200 freestyle, 500 freestyle,
1000 freestyle and 1650 freestyle.
After swimming a 4.16.63 in the
400 freestyle, she became the only
Spartan that has qualified for the
Olympics (the time to qualify is
14.17.99 or below), according to

USA swimming website.
However, the rest of the team is
still working hard to join Spitser
in Omaha to compete in the trials.
“I want to work on getting more
fit,” said Lisa Ellis, junior swimmer. “And stronger so that I can
have more power in the water.”
The team practices daily from 6
to 8:30 a.m. rain or shine to get in
physical shape
“At this point, we have a group of
swimmers that are preparing for
the Olympic trials,” said head coach
Sage Hopkins. “So we are just getting in shape for the trials and the
summer season that follows.”
The team finished 7-3 overall
this season, with big wins against
Cal Lutheran (138-58) and Incarnate Word (222-76).
“Our whole team did really well
this season,” Spitser said. “We
moved up in ranks, which was
our main goal and (it) was very
satisfying because it showed how
much work we put in.”

Freshman Natasha Moﬃt practices her breast stroke in preparation for
the Team USA trials and the summer season.

The Mistry Spot is an
in-depth sports column.
Follow Kavin on Twitter
@kavinm95
Each swimmer is currently working on improving certain aspects of their
technique in the water.
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SJSU fans continue scarce turnout
By Casey Geier
Staff writer
SJSU doesn’t sport the best turnouts at athletic events,
which wouldn’t surprise many students living on campus. There are a few factors that can give an explanation
for why.
Only 18 percent of students live on campus. That alone
makes it difficult to amass a large crowd. A lot of students
commute to San Jose from places like Morgan Hill and
Campbell because rent is so high, which further separates
college students from games.
Lack of attendance at sporting events can also be explained by the distance of some of the facilities. There are
transportation resources, but they are inconvenient for
many students.
Students without cars can be transported to Municipal
and Spartan Stadium by Spartan Shuttle between 6:30
a.m. and 10:30 p.m. The shuttle picks up students next to
Duncan Hall and the Engineering Building.
The shuttle is mainly used to transport students to PE
classes and around campus. It’s about a five minute ride
from the dorms to Spartan Stadium. This is the best form
of transportation for students to games, but it is underutilized apart from Friday night football games in the fall.
Head softball coach Peter Turner attributes rural communities without major sporting teams to providing
higher attendance for games.

“Geographic location plays a big role in determining attendance for college games,” Turner said. “Chico State gets
great attendance because of where it is.” SJSU would have
more attendance if the San Jose Sharks weren’t in town.
Turner has coached SJSU softball for 10 years and said
attendance has been pretty good relative to other schools
because his team has been consistently good, with the exception of this year.
Turner is the winningest coach in San Jose State history
and took the 2013 team to their first conference tournament and regular season championship.
A new softball stadium has been planned to be built on
the southside of campus before the first league game next
season. There aren’t any concrete design plans, but Turner
said there is a committed donor involved. The goal of the
stadium is the ability to support more fans. The SJSU softball field has not been updated in 20 years so the new location is much needed.
Men’s powerhouse sports like baseball and basketball
haven’t had the same success. The baseball and basketball team’s record for the past three years is 49-123 and
27-93 respectively.
“Popular sports like baseball and basketball are what
give students the motivation to attend an event,” said
Temo Diaz, sophomore industrial design major.” But
our teams aren’t good, which leads to students having no
school spirit.”

The men’s basketball team has not had a conference
championship or tournament appearance since 1996
and the team was last in the Mountain West Conference
this year.
“The poor record of the basketball team doesn’t help
generate excitement,” said Sean Kennedy, sophomore political science major.
Despite the football team winning their first bowl game
this year since moving to the Mountain West conference,
the team struggled to fill seats. Student tailgating may be
a factor in the low turnout.
“Everyone would rather drink and have fun than go to a
football game with overpriced food and no re-entry,” said
Gianluca Vandenberg, sophomore marketing major.
Stormy weather as of late can also be attributed to the
low turnout of outdoor sports like baseball and tennis that
struggle to generate fans as it stands.
The tennis team was rained out on March 5 and 6 against
UC Santa Barbara and Cal Poly. The baseball team shared
a similar fate on March 9 and 13 against Saint Mary’s and
Air Force.
SJSU has a Division I sports program with a lot of
potential to generate large fan bases. It’s only a matter
of when.
Follow Casey on Twitter
@casey_geier

